
Week Beginning 18th May 2020 

Theme 
This week, we are going to think about growing food and 

our story of Carrot Club. 

Why not have a look at the recipe of 
Stuffed Peppers (attached to this 

document) and have a go at making 
them or something similar? 

If you try them, please let me know how they are, 
what you liked and disliked. 

Art 
- Attached to this document is a step by step guide on how
to draw the characters from the Carrot Club story. See if you
can follow the guide to create your own
characters!

- There is a famous artist called Giuseppe
Arcimboldo who was Italian. He is famous for his 
portraits using fruits, vegetables and flowers. 

- Why don’t you have a look at the information on
Giuseppe Arcimboldo below, look at some of his
artwork and see what fruit and vegetable you can see.

- Can you create your own picture inspired by Giuseppe
Arcimboldo? There are resources below to help support this but
you do this however you wish! Please take a picture and upload to
our Theme page on Frog.



Science 
We are going to think about how fruit and vegetables 

grow. 
I know some of you have been doing some planting 
and growing of fruit and vegetable so thank you for 
your messages and pictures, please keep sending 

them in. 
 
- Why don’t you have a look at the information 

below about where fruit and vegetables come from?  
 
Once you have done that… 
+ Did you know that’s where fruit and vegetables come from?  
+ What have you learnt from this information? 
+ What did you already know? 

 
- Can you have a look at the fact cards attached to the 
document, could you create your own to share with your 
family and friends? 
 

 
- If you have planted some fruit or vegetables, 

can you keep a diary about what is happening? 
Can you take some photos to show how much 
it is growing?  

- If you haven’t planted anything, please don’t 
worry! Could you think about what you would 
like to plant, why and what you might need to 
do it? You could write a shopping list of what 
you might need. 

 
- Have a look at some of the videos on our Theme 
page about different foods and how they grow. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Please don’t feel like you have to 
print all of these and do them, 

adapt them to how you feel 
appropriate, these are just ideas! 

 



History  
 

If you can, can you talk to your grown-ups at home, your Aunties, Uncles, 
Grandparents or family friends about how farms have changed over time. 

 
For example… 
I rang my Mum, and she explained that when she 
was little they had a milk man who delivered their 
milk to their house every day, early in the morning 
ready for when she woke up. The bottles were 
smaller and instead of being made out of plastic; 
they were made out of glass. 
 
Instead of going to a supermarket like Lidl or Co-
op as they didn’t exist. Instead, they visited the butchers for their meat, a bakery for 
their bread and a green grocer for their fruit and vegetables. She also visited a 
market for these things, which is a little bit like a supermarket but in separate 
sections like the butchers, bakers and green grocers. My Mum said her Nana went 
to the market a couple of times a week and when my Mum got older, she was sent 
to do the shopping! She told me that her Nana had chickens so they were able to 
get their own eggs too. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
- Can you write down or ask your adults to write down what your 

family said and talk about… 
 
+ What has changed between when they were younger and today? 
+ How do we get our food today? 
+ Where does it come from? 

 
 
Make sure you share your work on Frog with us, under the Theme 
Page, at the bottom. 

Please don’t feel like you have to 
print all of these and do them, 

adapt them to how you feel 
appropriate, these are just ideas! 

 



Ingredients
1 large red pepper
100g cheddar cheese
Any vegetables that 
you like (e.g. tomatoes, 
sweetcorn, mushrooms 
etc.)
Mixed herbs (optional)

Equipment

Knife

Cheese grater

Baking tray 

Scrumptious Stuffed Peppers
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 6/fan 

oven 180°C. 

2. Cut the peppers in half and scoop out the 
seeds. 

3. Place the peppers on the baking tray.

4. Carefully, chop the vegetables you would 
like to put in the peppers.

5. Place these inside each half of your pepper. 

6. Sprinkle the herbs over the vegetables. 

7. Grate the cheese and sprinkle this on top of 
your peppers.

8. Place the baking tray in the middle of your 
oven and bake for approximately 20-25 
minutes until the peppers and vegetables are 
soft. 

9. Enjoy eating your scrumptious stuffed 
peppers! 
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Barbara Broccoli 

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Billy Beetroot

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Clive Carrot 

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Pedro Potato 

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Polly Parsnip

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Step by Step Guide
Drawing Characters from Carrot Club

Sally Sprout

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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Giuseppe Arcimboldo was an 
Italian artist who was born in 
1527 (nearly 500 years ago!).

Who Was Giuseppe Arcimboldo?



What Did Giuseppe Arcimboldo Do?

Giuseppe Arcimboldo painted 
pictures of different fruits, 
vegetables, meat and fish together 
to make portraits of people.



What Fruits and Vegetables 
Can You Spot?



What Fruits and Vegetables 
Can You Spot?



What Fruits and Vegetables 
Can You Spot?



Can You Create Your Own Fruit and 
Vegetable Art?

What could you use for your nose?



Make Your Own Giuseppe 
Arcimboldo Art!

draw and colour your own fruit and 
vegetable portrait;

You could…

or even use real fruit and vegetables 
to create a piece of 3D art! 

draw and paint your own fruit and 
vegetable portrait;

cut out and stick fruit and vegetable 
pictures on your face template;
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Giuseppe Arcimboldo  
Fruit and Vegetable Art 
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Giuseppe Arcimboldo  
Fruit and Vegetable Art 
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People often buy fruits and vegetables from the supermarket. 

How and Where Do Fruits 
and Vegetables Grow?

But have you ever wondered how and where they grow?



How Do Potatoes Grow?

Potatoes grow under the ground. 
The leaves grow above the ground. 

Many potatoes grow from each plant. 



How Do Carrots Grow?

Carrots grow under the ground. 
The leaves grow above the ground.
Carrots are a type of root vegetable. 



How Does Broccoli Grow?

Broccoli grows above the ground. 
The main part of the plant that we eat is the flower. 



How Do Brussels Sprouts Grow?

Brussels sprouts are leafy green vegetables. 
The plants grow above the ground.

Brussels sprouts are like mini cabbages and 
they grow on the stems of the plant.



How Does Fruit Grow?
Strawberries grow on small 

plants, just above the ground.
They need warm weather to grow. 

Apples grow on trees.
They grow best in places with 

cold winters and warm summers. 



Where Do Fruits and 
Vegetables Grow?

Some fruits and vegetables are grown in the United Kingdom.
Many are grown in other countries around the world, 

where the weather is different. 
Fruits like oranges and bananas are grown in hot countries. 



Where Do Fruits and 
Vegetables Grow?

Some fruits and vegetables can only be grown in the United Kingdom 
during the summer, when it is warm.

If customers want to eat these fruits and vegetables all year round, 
shops have to transport them from warmer countries, so that people 
can still buy them.

If people from the UK buy 
raspberries from the supermarket 
in the winter, they will have been 
grown in warmer countries, 
like Spain. 



Have a look at the 
labels on fruits and 
vegetables next time 
you are in the 
supermarket.

Can you find out 
where they were 
grown?

Check It Out!
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Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact CardsCarrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club 
Fact Cards

Did You Know?

Did You Know?Did You Know?

A vegetable is the part of a plant that you eat. 
This part doesn’t have any seeds.

Some vegetables that grow below the ground are 
called root vegetables. 

These include carrots, parsnips and onions.

A tomato is often called a vegetable but it is a 
actually a fruit!

This is because it has seeds inside it.

Other fruits that we sometimes 
think are vegetables include 
pumpkins, green beans  
and cucumbers.
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Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Did You Know?

Did You Know?Did You Know?

Did You Know?
We can eat the flowers from some plants.

These include broccoli and cauliflower.

It is important to eat lots of vegetables. They give 
you lots of helpful vitamins which keep your  
body healthy.

Potatoes were the first food to 
be grown in space!

We can eat the leaves of some plants. These 
include lettuce, kale and spinach. These are called 
leafy greens.
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Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Carrot Club Fact Cards

Did You Know?

Did You Know?Did You Know?

Did You Know?
Vegetables come in lots of different colours. 

See if you can eat a rainbow!

Most vegetables need warm 
weather to grow.

The skins of vegetables are usually where the most 
nutrients can be found.

You can cook vegetables in any way you want 
but the less you cook them for, the better they 
are for you.
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Carrot Club Fact Cards

Did You Know?
Brussels sprouts are one of 
the world’s least popular 
vegetables.

However, they are one 
of the best for you and 
contain lots of nutrients!



My Plant Diary
My Plant   Week  
Observations
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